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Abstract. The purpose of the research is to justify the productivity of the
application of one of the two most common criteria of economic efficiency
(V. Pareto principle) in Russian judicial practice. Justification is carried out
by identifying the content of the Pareto criterion, assessing examples of its
application by Russian courts and determining the conditions and
limitations of such application. The methodological basis of work was the
formal-legal method, which allowed to analyze the texts of judicial
decisions on the use by the court of normative economic analysis of law;
the comparative method, which was used to compare the theoretical
foundations and practical features of the criterion of economic efficiency
by the Russian judiciary. The results of the research were the author’s
conclusions about the applicability of the Pareto criterion in the Russian
reality and the formulation of the most likely areas of its use by the courts.
Law as an object of scientific knowledge cannot be studied in isolation
from its social, cultural, political and economic assumptions, as it is a
central tool by which the state affects the economic well-being of society.
To improve the practice of using this tool, it seems necessary to evaluate it
from the standpoint of economic efficiency. In this regard, the further
vector of evolution of Russian law will be more and more active use of
methodological developments of economic theory, the application of the
economic analysis of law developed in the United States in law
enforcement practice. This leads to the need for interdisciplinary research
on the conceptual and practical problems of using this direction in Russia.
The novelty of the research lies in a comprehensive approach, to the
problem of applicability of normative economic analysis of law in the
judicial practice of the Russian Federation.
Keywords: normative economic analysis of law, economic efficiency,
Pareto-efficiency, Pareto-optimality, judicial practice

1 Introduction
Law is a central instrument that can affect economic growth and create guarantees of
property rights, a predictable tax regime, and a favorable investment climate. This role of
law in economics is particularly prominent in situations of social and economic crisis [1].
R. Posner wrote that “common law judicial doctrines make economic sense” [2]. Despite
the criticism of this point of view, researchers agree that a number of common law branches
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still dispose to the application of economic analysis [3], and economic reasoning should be
clothed in the form of legal argumentation and become legally significant [4]. The necessity
of reference to economic principles and laws is reflected in the Russian judicial practice [5].
Domestic legal scholars devote their research to the problem of increasing the effectiveness
of judicial decisions [6].

Research Hypothesis: the vector of evolution of Russian law will be the use of methods
of its economic analysis in law enforcement practice, as it has already happened abroad [7].
The purpose of the study is to substantiate the productivity of the application of the V.
Pareto criterion of economic efficiency in the resolution of disputes by Russian courts. The
objectives of the study are to identify the content of the V. Pareto criterion of economic
efficiency, encountered in Russian jurisprudence, and determine the conditions and
limitations of its use.

2 Methods
The formal-legal method allowed to analyze the texts of judicial decisions on the use of
normative economic analysis of law (hereinafter – EAL) by the court. Using a comparative
method, the theoretical foundations and practical features of the use of the criterion of
economic efficiency by Russian courts were compared.

3 Results
The results of the study, demonstrating the degree of applicability of the normative EAL in

Russian law enforcement practice, are presented in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. The degree of applicability of the normative EAL in Russian law enforcement practice.

Table 1. Directions of reasoning based on economic efficiency criteria.

Activities of higher courts: the
Supreme Court of the Russian

Federation, the Constitutional Court of
the Russian Federation

Practice of lower courts and administrative
practice

Ex-post evaluations
of the practice of
lower courts on a

The use of
economic

efficiency criteria

Assessment of the facts
of the case: economic

efficiency acts as one of

Interpretation of
normative

prescriptions: the
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particular category
of cases from the

standpoint of
economic

efficiency in order
to adjust it (changes

in the practice of
interpretation of

legal norms in this
category of cases)

in resolving cases
of compliance

with the
Constitution of

the Russian
Federation

provisions of the
law

the reasons for the
judge’s reasoning,

which, while taking it
into account, still

remains within the
framework of the

applicable legal rule in
the case

criterion of
effectiveness can be
applied only in the

situation of overcoming
a gap/collision in the

law as a tool of
interpretation in

choosing one of the
options of interpretation

of the norm, because
the continental judge
cannot “create law”

4 Discussion
EAL makes it possible to predict the possible economic consequences of an enforcement
decision and to penetrate into the essence and prerequisites of its creation (positive EAL).
And it also offers specific models for improving law enforcement practices in order to
improve their economic efficiency (normative EAL). The normative EAL is based on the
fact that among the many purposes of law, (protection of morality, justice, human rights and
freedoms), the economic purposes themselves (increasing the economic well-being of
society) are of paramount importance. Positive EAL proposes that social well-being should
be understood as the degree to which an individual’s needs are met by those goods that have
subjective value to him.

The first limitation to the application of the normative EAL in jurisprudence is the lack
of sufficient reason to believe that economic efficiency is the main purpose of the law. This
problem is reflected in the debate among proponents of normative EAL [8] and their
opponents [9] over the permissibility of proclaiming the maximization of economic public
welfare as the primary goal of law. Will the economically efficient solution always be fair
[10] and moral? Some authors write that in many common law branches judicial decisions
based on economic reasoning about efficiency seem more equitable [11]. However, there is
no generally accepted answer to this question, hence it cannot be argued that economic
growth stands in competition with other political-legal goals.

V. Pareto formulated his principle of the economic efficiency of the legal solution: an
increase in economic welfare occurs when a part of society receives some benefit, provided
that no other part of society suffers a loss. Since third parties are unable to objectively
assess the subjective value of a good for a particular individual, the most effective
mechanism for achieving Pareto-optimality is the creation by the state of favorable
conditions for free contracting. Thus, improvement according to Pareto is achieved by a
market exchange, the participants of which voluntarily increase their personal economic
well-being on mutually beneficial terms. Therefore, the state in using the criterion of
efficiency V. Pareto, as a minimum, should not create barriers to private transactions, and as
a maximum – to form mechanisms that reduce transaction costs and thereby simplify free
circulation [12, pp. 19, 129]. Examples are the creation of an effective system of judicial
protection of rights arising from contractual obligations, the legislative consolidation of
measures to simplify the search and verification of counterparty good faith.

In particular, A. G. Karapetov calls exchanges and auctions as an effective mechanism
for achieving Pareto improvements, which “make it easier to find those who value some
good above all” [13, pp. 123, 125, 129-130, 357]. Another way to achieve efficiency
according to Pareto is to make power decisions of public authorities that create conditions
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for the benefit of a certain part of society, while other members of society are not harmed in
any way. That is, Pareto improvements can be achieved, among other things, through the
direct distribution of benefits by the state among social groups. As an example of such areas
where the market, due to high transaction costs, cannot contribute to Pareto-efficiency,
Posner calls legal relations connected with unintentional damage: the parties can not foresee
that they will get into such a situation in advance. Therefore, they are unable to negotiate
and agree. In such an environment, where the open market does not work, law “serves the
purpose of ensuring the imitation of its results” [2].

In Russian law enforcement practice, the criteria of economic efficiency can be applied
by the highest courts. However, Russian law enforcers are mostly guided by legal
arguments, although economic logic can be traced in them. Thus, the Constitutional Court
of the Russian Federation, in resolving the issue of granting legal protection to the property
interests of the long-term owner on an equal basis with the interests of the owner, pointed to
a different understanding of the purpose of the institute of good faith in relation to the
transaction for the immediate acquisition of property rights and the good faith of the
long-term owner.

The purpose of the criterion of good faith of the long-term owner, according to the
Court, is the need to “protect <...> public legal interests” (the return of property into civil
circulation) [14]. The principle of effectiveness V. Pareto substantiates the proclamation as
constitutionally significant with respect to the institute of acquisitive limitation the purpose
of returning property to civil turnover, including its proper maintenance, payment of taxes.
The realization of this goal is essentially aimed at ensuring economic growth, since the
owner who has lost interest in the thing will gradually reduce his efforts to maximize the
benefits derived from the thing, which will lead to a decrease in public economic welfare. In
line with this logic, it is more effective to protect the right to the thing of the long-term
owner, who appreciates it more and is able to extract more benefit from the thing, thereby
achieving Pareto-improvement.

The Court also pointed to the need to harmonize public law norms with private law
norms in the sphere of land relations, since the least expensive way for the state to achieve
improvement on the Pareto criterion is the free market, where individuals can most
objectively assess what subjective value for them is the re-registration of the existing title to
the land plot. Therefore, the Court considered inadmissible: a) limitation of the right to use
a land plot due to the failure to reissue the existing title, and b) automatic changes in the
titles of citizens’ rights to land (it must be carried out at the initiative of citizens
themselves).

The use of the Pareto principle of efficiency has its drawbacks: achieving
Pareto-optimality is almost impossible, and Pareto improvement is more in the private law
branches. In addition, there are difficulties in objectively assessing the benefits and costs of
this or that decision, given the “subjective value of the benefits, known only to their
owners” [13]. V. Pareto criterion is partly idealistic, due to its “focus on the complete
avoidance of negative consequences” [15, pp. 55, 128, 131] and the assumption that all
decisions in society will be taken unanimously by all its members, because this is the only
way to reach an agreement that does not infringe on the interests of third parties.

Furthermore, even if two actors reach an agreement on a certain issue, if such an
agreement restricts one party’s freedom in some way (even if it is voluntary and
Pareto-optimal for all its participants [16]), it cannot be considered effective, since “each
individual must have the maximum amount of freedom that does not violate someone else’s
freedom” [2]). That is, the choice of more than two alternatives, consistent with the Pareto
principle, comes into conflict with the choice based on the values of individual freedom,
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which entails the impossibility of applying this criterion in modern liberal societies [17, p.
155].

5 Conclusion
The limitation of using the Pareto criterion is due to the fact that it has only one goal which
is economic growth, while negating all other goals of law. Designing an enforcement
solution taking into account the V. Pareto allows us to identify cost-effective and ineffective
options to achieve the goal pursued by the state. However, the final choice will be made on
the basis of other criteria (“social acceptability and public utility” [18]). If in the regulated
sphere of social relations due to low transaction costs it is possible to achieve a private
mutually beneficial agreement and Pareto improvement, the law enforcer should not impede
the functioning of the free market. If, however, a legal solution is contemplated where free
contracting is not possible, the state makes a decision that distributes benefits and rights so
that they fall into the hands of those who value them most. Similarly, the cost-effectiveness
criterion of V. Pareto can be applied in the subsequent evaluation of the effectiveness of an
already adopted enforcement solution.
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